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Safety System for Heaters
(Similar to MIs Invalco/Natco Stock No. 48362445)

low Temperature Shut Down Device
Introduction
Lowtemperatureshut downdevice is basicallyPilotBurner
shut offsystem.The pilot Burner helps to light the main burner.
In case pilot Burner is shut, the main burner will not light and
this will cause accumulation of Gas in the vessel. There can

be backfire when operator lights the main burner. To avoid
this situation, pilot Burner shut off system with alarm and gas
shut down valve is used which consists of following :-
1. Pilot Burnerwith Gas Regulator. Model-l 000/1

This is a standard burner which is used to light the main
burner as per Fig. 2. This consists of mixer (B) anp
adjustable orifice (C).This is supplied with pilot (Fig.3)
which houses the sensing element of low temperature
Switch. The gas to the pilot burner is supplied by a W'
regulator Model 400x (Fig. 4 on page 2).

2. low Temperature Switch. Model 1100/5
This consists of mercury bulb with capillary tube. (Refer

Fig. 5, on Page 2).The mercury in the bulb expands with
rise in temperature,which extends piston stem connected
on the other side of mercury bulb.The stem is connected
to the knob of micro valve through linkage.The air (output
pressure) at the output port of the micro valve is Zero
when the burner is OFF or Maximum when the burner is

ON. The sensing element of low temperature switch is
housed in thermowell welded on pilot (Figure 3) for
sensing temperature of pilot burner flame.

3. Panel for pneumatic alarm and Auto/Manual Switch
Model-1100/3

The Panel consists of following:
(30) Auto/Manual Switch: During normal

condition, switch is at AUTO. When pilot burner goes off,

horn starts blowing. The switch is shifted to MANUAL to

avoid continuous blowing of horn.

(3b) Panel Indicator : This indicator indicates 0%
(OFF) when the burner is off and shows 100% (ON) when
the burner is on.

(3c) Horn: The pneumatic horn blows when pilot burner
extinguishes.

4. Gas Shut Off Valve: Model 11 00-1 (Fig.6)
Similar to Natco / Invalco Model No DSG - 101B- 468)

When the burner extinguishes, horn starts blowing and
emergency shut off value (Fig.6) closes which stops entry of

gas to the main burner.
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FIGURE 6 SHUTOFF VALUE
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Burners and Accessories
2" Adjustable Gas Mixer Model-1 000/2
This is a standard burner used in heater treaters of oil Industries (Fig. 7)
The burners of other sizes can also be supplied on customer's request.
It consists of following parts:

4>73

4>108

260

,@/
2"NPT

--------------------------------------
FIG. 7: MODEL 1000/2

2" ADJUSTABLE GAS MIXER

low Temperature Shut Down Switch for Pilot Burner
Model No. : 110015 (Similar to MJs Natco/lnvalco Model No. (MA-1OOA)

Description
Low temperature shut down device (fig. 5 or 8) is non bleed adjustable ON-OFF Pilot
shut down Controller. In consists of a Mercury filled bulb connected by Stainless Steel
Capillary tube to actuate 3-way MicroValve.The Mercury bulb is housed in the thermowell
of Pilot as shown in fig. 3 on page 1.

Principle of Operation
The Mercury in the bulb expands due to rise in temperature to operate Micro Valve.
The low temperature shut down has got 'START/Run' Reset Knob. The Reset Knob
is kept at 'START' and the Pilot is lighted. When the temperature near the Mercury
bulb increases to the desired value, the 'Reset' Knob automatically returns to
'RUN'. This chang over occurs in less than 60 seconds. The supply to the main
Burner is opened only after Reset Knob returns to 'RUN'. There can be different
applications of low temperature shut down system. FIGURE 8
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S.No. Desc:Hptiori

1 Body
2 Bbd)ilrjlet Cap

3 Adjusting Stem with Handle

4 1/8" Graphite String Pa.cking
5 Stuffing Box Nut
6 Cap Gasket
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Following are the two popular applications of the same used in Oil Industries :
0.1 LowTemperature-Shut Down.. Refer Fig. 9 on Page 3
The Unlet of low temperature shut down system is connected to Gas Supply line.The output is connected to regulator of
Pilot Burner and to the shut down valve which feeds Gas to the main Burner. In case, the Pilot Burner extinguishes, gas to
the Pilot Burner as well as main burner is stopped causing safe operation.
0.2 Pneumatic Alarm for Pilot Burner Shut Down

Refer fig. 1 on page 1, which shows the vessel where liquid is being heated up by the main burner. Pilot Burner helps to light
the main burner. During normal operation Pilot Burner and the main burner are lighted up.When the temperature of liquid
increases, the gas to the main burner is stopped due to Temperature Controller.When temperature decreases, the gas to
the main burner is fed through the control value to light the main burner which is done through pilot burner which is
permanently lighted up. In case the pilot burner is off, main burner will not
light and this will cause accumulation of Gas in the vessel. There can be
backfire when the operator lights the main burner.To avoid the situation, the
Pilot burner shut off system with Alarm is used, which gives alarm when the
Pilot Burner Shuts off.

The Panel (Model No. 1100/3) of the Pneumatic Alarm consists of following:
A) Auto/Manual Switch: During normal conditions, switch is at AUTO.

When the Pilot burner goes OFF, horn starts blowing.The switch is shifted
to MANUAL to avoid continuous blowing of horn.

B) Panel Indicator : This indicator indicates 0% (OFF) when the burner is
"OFF" and shows 100% (ON) when the burner is "ON".

C) Horn: The Pneumatic horn bldws when Pilot Burner extinguishes.
INLETTO MIXER

SHUT IN
MOTORVALVE

Specifications

Capillary Tube Length

FIG.9 :TYPICALAPPLICATIONOF
LOWTEMPERATURESWITCH

Mounting Field

Start/Run Switch Provided
Output 0 & 2 Kg. / Cm2

(Snap acting)
60 Seconds

--------------------------------------
Self Operated Temperature Controller/Regulator with

MercuryFilled Element
Introduction ModelNo. : 1100-13 (Similar to MIsTerrice Model No. 1480-XNT-(32)

Automat temperature regulator operates on the vapor pressure principle. The
sensitive bulb of the instrument contains a fluid that creates a vapor pressure which
increases or decreases as the sensitive bulb temperature increases or
decreases. This vapor pressure is transmitted to the bellows which is opposing the
adjusting spring, actuates the valve controlling the flow in proportion to
the bulb temperature. Raising or lowering the adjusting screw creates more or
less force of the spring against the bellows thus raising or lowering the control tem-
perature. For the most sensitive operation a range should be selected locating the
control point in the upper portion. ALL AUTOMAT standard regulators in sizes 19mm
and 25mm are provided with an over-range protection feature which
allows the bulb to be heated 100°F over the controlled temperature without
damaging the system.

Principle of operation
The temperature of the medium produces a pressure in the measuring sensor propor-
tional to the sensed value. This pressure is transmitted to the control
bellows via the capillary tube and converted into a positioning force. The
positioning force is used to adjust the position of the valve plug according to the
desired value setting. The sensor can be used for liquid, gaseous media and steam.

Page 3
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Electronic Remote Ignitors (Weather Proof/Explosion Proof)
Model No. "00

Introduction
The Remote Ignitor is used to light up the main burner from a distant place. The ignitor consists of the
electronic circuit for ignition alongwith rechargeable dry battery, having long life. The ignitor has got auto
return switch, which automatically stops ignition after releasing the same.The housing of the ignitor isWeather
Proof and Explosion proof certified by DGMS & CMRI Dhanbad as per IP65 & for groups IIA, liB respectively.
Model Descriptions
Model 1100 A with ignitor rod length of 300 mm.
Model 1100 B with ignitor rod length of 600 mm.
Model 1100 C with ignitor lancer. Refer (Fig. 13)
S.No. Description (Refer FIG.")
01 Pilot (Fig. 3, Page 1) 02 Nipple
03 Mixer with orifice (Model 1100/1)
04 Ignitor Rod 06 High Voltage Wire
07 Holding Clamp of High Voltage wire
09 Ignitor Recepticle and Feed through (3/4"NPT)

C Portab~~gn;t~~

F~g~. .V. ~
FIGURE: 12

NOZZLE

000 mm

FIGURE13: MODELNO.1100CWITH IGNITOR
LANCER

IGNITOR

1/
FIGURE: 11

IGNITOR ROD (MIN. 661/MAX. 900 mm)-A
MOUNTING FLANGE - B
ADJUSTABLE INSULATING (SS BODVO - C
BODV FLANGE - 0

----------------------------------

Flare Pilot Burner (Model 1300)
Introduction
Ignitor system is basically a unit which consists of ignitor, mixer, pilot burner and flame failure device. The
purpose of the unit is to ignite the flame at the flare tip. The unit consists of the following: .
1. Panel Assembly
2. Pilot Assembly consisting of Pilot Gas Connection, Ignition Gas Connection and Thermocouple.
The total length of the sub assembly is 2 meters.The end connection of pilot burner and ignitor is 1" 150 ASA.
The sub assembly is connected to the panel through piping to be arranged by the customer.
Panel Assembly
This consists of panel having temperature switch, ignitor piping for fuel and Air inlet and other accessories like
Needle Valve, Check Valve, Gauges and ignitor chamber. The gas and air mixture will be fed to the ignitor
chamber and ignited by spark created by ignitor.The flame will travel from Ignition Gas Connection near to the
pilot tip.
Pilot Assembly
Pilot Assembly consists of IgnitionTip, PilotTip and Thermocouple. PilotTip is connected to Gas through Gas/
Air Mixer which is always burning. The purpose of thermocouple is to sense the burning of flame at the pilot
tip. Ignition Tip is attached near to the pilot tip and connected to the panel through 1" pipe.This is used to ignite
the flame at Pilot tip in the event of its failure

Page 4

MODEL 'X' 'Y'

1100 A 300 mm 530 mm
1100 B 600 mm 830 mm
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Functions
The functions of the unit are as under. Pilot Burner is always ON, which helps to ignite

any flammable gas passing through flare pipe.
Thermocouple tip is attached to Pilot Burner which
senses the flame.. When pilot flame extinguishes, Temperature
switch senses and indicating light (Flame Off)
glows and the hooter is ON in annunciating panel.

. The operator acknowledges the switch.. The air and gas valve is opened which allows air/
gas mixture to enter ignitor chamber. The ignitor
switch is pressed causing flame to ignite in
ignitor chamber. The flame can be seen through
transparent glass. If flame does not ignite, adjust
Air/Gas ratio through Valves.
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1" IGNITION GASICONN.

3/4" PILOT GAS CONN.

314" CONDUIT

DETAIL-AA

FIGURE 14: FLARE PILOT BURNER----------------------------------
Air I Gas Pressure Regulators

Series: 1200

1200-67R Series Air Filter Regulator (1/4" Size)
Type 1200-67R filter regulator is designed to furnish the industry
an economical, efficient, small volume regulator that is free from
vibration and chatter.These are particularly adapted to instrument
air service, supplying operating medium pressure to pneumatic
Control Instruments. Filter Regulators may also be used on other
application such as air chucks and cylinders etc. It has one 1/4"
NPT inlet and two 1/4" NPT outlet ports.

Specifications

FIGURE 15 : AIR FILTER REGULATOR
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BILLOF MATERIALS

S.NO. QTY. DESCRIPTION
1 2 Lug Plate
2 1 Pilot Assembly
3 2 Gas/Air Mixer

4 2 Thermocouple Sheath
5 2 Junction Box
6 2 Thermocouple Holder
7 2 Gas Oritics

8 6 Bolt Nuts

Body Aluminium Alloy

Diagphragm BunaN. Nyloninsert

Valve Stem Brass

Valve Seat Buna N

Maximum Inlet PressurE 10 Kg/Cm2

Temperature
Capabilities Upto65°C

Output Pressure 0-2 Kg/Cm2
1-5 Kg/Cm2
2.5-7 Kg/Cm2

Air Filter 25/50 Microns
of Sintered Bronze

Connection 1/4" NPT (F)

Gauge 50 mm. 1/4"NPT
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1200-1301 H Series High Pressure Gas Regulator (114" Size)
Type 1201-1301(Fig. 16) regulators are self operated, high pressure regulators, which can be
used where high pressure gas must be reduced for use as pilot supply pressure in pilot operated
regulators or as loading pressure in pressure loaded regulators. These regulators can also be
used in many other applications as high pressure reducing regulator for gas service.The type
1200-1301H regulator provides outlet pressure to 16Kg/Cm2in three spring ranges.
Specifications
8()clySi~f!sltt!t)cI
Cpnnf!ctiqiJ$tY((1
Maximum Allowable
Inlet Pressure

17 Kg/Cm2
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FIG.16

Maximum Emergency
Outlet Pressure , ~ . -
1200-1301M Series Medium Pressure Gas REgulator (114" Size)

Description
Type 1201-1301M (Fig. 16) is medium pressure regulator for gas service for maximum inlet pressure of 40 Kg./Cm2Output
pressure can be reduced in three different ranges.
Specifications
All specification are same as type 1200-1301H exept following:

Maximum Allowable
Inlet Pressure

Type 400 x low pressure non bleed pressure regulator
Type 400X Low pressure Non bleed regulator provides reliable performance under variable operating conditions. This
quality unit is ideal as an economical alternative for control of industrial process applications.
. Aspirator tube desgn helps maintain set pressure and minimize "droop" at higher Flow levels.. Repeatable pressure output. . Corrosion-resistantconstruction.
. Low cost makes this unit ideal for high volume OEM application

Specifications

Flow capacity at 100PSIG Supply
20PSIG outout

Exhaust Caoacit

Suo Iv Pressure Max

20 SCFM
0.1 SCFM FIG.17

V.AUTOMAT & INSTRUMENTS (P) LTD.
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E-mail:vautomathyd@sify.com
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Gun Metal Body &
Housinn. Nvlon Valve

Temperature Capabilities Upto 75°C
Pressure Registration Internal

Port Diameter 2mm

Four (4mm) hole (8td.)v",.,",, ..;,,,.
one (1/4"NPT)
Connection Optional

Diaahraam 8.8.

Outlet Pressure Ranges 0.5-5 Kg./Cm2
5.1 0 Kg/Cm2
10-15 Kg./Cm2

Diaphraqm S.S.


